Introduction
Recently, there have been renewed interests in the moduli spaces of higher rank stable vector bundles over algebraic surfaces. The geometry and topology of these moduli spaces have been extensively studied. General results include the nonemptiness (see [21] , [18] , [13] ), generic smoothness and irreducibility (see [3] , [8] , [28] , [10] , [24] , [11] , [25] ), and variations of these moduli spaces (see [12] , [14] , [6] , [9] , [23] ). There are also some specific results for these moduli spaces over particular surfaces (see [4] , [5] , [16] , [18] , [19] , [26] , [27] for some of the papers). In fact, quite a lot of work has been concentrated on moduli spaces of stable vector bundles over surfaces with Kodaira dimension -oo. One important approach to study moduli spaces is to write the generic stable bundles äs extensions of two coherent sheaves. For instance, using this approach, we proved in [18] a nonemptiness result, and showed that certain moduli spaces on geometrically ruled surfaces are unirational. However, whether these moduli spaces are rational is a delicate problem (we refer to [2] , [15] , [21] , [7] , [20] for the case of moduli spaces of stable rank-2 bundles on the projective plane P 2 ).
A well known result for vector bundles over curves is that any vector bündle of rank 2 can be written äs an extension of lower rank vector bundles. For surfaces, we may not be able to get such a nice result. However, one may ask a weaker question:
Question. Can a generic stable vector bündle of rank ^ 3 be written äs an extension of stable bundles of lower ranksl
If the answer to the question above is yes, we may ask further that whether the extension is unique. On the one hand, this will not be true in general since this would imply that the moduli space has a fibration over the product of two moduli spaces of The first author was partially supported by the grants DAG and RGC HKUST 631/95P and the second author was partially supported by a grant from the ORAU Junior Faculty Enhancement Award Program and by NSF grant DMS-94-00729.
lower rank stable bundles such that a generic fiber would be unirational. It follows that the Kodaira dimension of the moduli space would be -oo. However, based on Jun Li's work [17] on the case of rank-2, one should expect that the moduli space of higher rank stable bundles over a surface of general type is also of general type. On the other hand, we shall prove in this paper than on a rational surface, a generic stable rank-3 bündle can be written äs an extension of a stable rank-2 bündle and a line bündle. In fact, we expect that slight modifications of our arguments can generalize our results to arbitrary rank stable bundles on any ruled surface, and shall leave this to interested readers.
It turns out that in certain cases, the extensions for generic stable rank-3 bundles are "canonical". As an application, we can relate certain moduli spaces of stable rank-3 bundles on P 2 to some moduli spaces of stable rank-2 bundles on P 2 . It is well-known that moduli spaces of stable rank-2 bundles on P 2 are rational. It follows that we are able to show the rationality of some moduli spaces of stable rank-3 bundles on P 2 . More precisely, let H be the divisor represented by a line in P 2 , and let 2R H (3; aH, c) be the moduli space of //-stable rank-3 bundles with first and second Chern classes aH and c respectively. Then we have the following. We remark that from the work in [18] , [26] , it is known that any nonempty moduli spaces of stable bundles over P 2 is unirational. Moreover, we have showed in [19] that the moduli space 9 (3; H, c) is rational if c is odd. Our Theorem B says that 90 (3; //, c) is also rational for some even integers c. Unfortunately, Theorem B does not imply the rationality of 90 (3;//, c) for an arbitrary even integer c. 
where W is a torsion free rank-(r -1) sheaf. Let W** be the double dual of W. Then, PF** is a reflexive sheaf and hence is locally free. Moreover, there is a canonical exact sequence relating PF and
If we apply the same procedure to F*, we get a similar exact sequence:
where Z7 is a rank-(r -1) torsion free sheaf.
Suppose the rank of F is bigger than two. Since X has dimension two, we expect that for a generic F, a generic section in H°(X, F® ß x (-F)) or //°(AT, F* ® ^(-G)) induced by the exact sequence (2.1) or (2.3) respectively is nonvanishing everywhere. Equivalently, we expect that the sheaf W in (2.1) or U in (2.3) is locally free. In this section, we shall give an affirmative answer to this question when the vector bündle F is a generic stable rank-3 bündle on some surface. We recall the definition of stability (in the sense of Mumford-Takemoto).
Definition 2.4.
A rank-r vector bündle F on A" is //-stable if for any proper subsheaf E of V with rank strictly less than r, we have
For c l e Pic(X) and c 2 e Z, we use 9Jl H (r; c l9 c 2 ) to stand for the moduli space of //-stable rank-r vector bundles F with c 1 (V) = c i and c 2 (V) = c 2 .
From now on, we study 9 = 30 (3; c l9 c 2 ), i.e., the moduli space of //-stable rank-3 bundles F with c^(V) = c i and c 2 (V) = c 2 . Our method is to stratify the moduli space 9W into various pieces 9JI F>G defined äs follows.
Definition 2.5. For fixed divisors F and G on X, we let S01 FG be the subset of 501 parameterizing all the bundles F such that F sits in (2.1) with
F-H= max {F · H\0 X (F') is a subline bündle of V]
and that its dual bündle F* sits in (2.3) with
is a subline bündle of F*} .
Next, we are going to estimate the dimension of each stratum 9JZ F G for fixed F and G. The key to make this work is the observation below. Lemma 2.6. Lei Fe 9W FjG , W and U be äs in (2.1) and (2.3) respectively. 
But this contradicts to our assumption that G -H < (F-c^)-H/2.
(ii) follows from (i) by writing F äs (F*)* and switching the roles of F and G.
(iii) In view of (i) and (ii), it suffices to show that either G · H < (F-c x ) · H/ 2 or F-H < (G + cj -H 1 2. Assume the contrary. Then, we would have
G-H^(F-c i )'H/2 and F-H^ (G + cj · H/2.
Thus,
It follows that F · H ^ (^ · #)/3, contradicting the #-stability of F.
We define SOl F s >G to be the subset of 501 F G consisting of those F whose corresponding is #-stable, and 9W F>G , to be the subset of 9W F>G consisting of those F whose corre- Under this assumption, we prove the following lemma. Lemma 2.9. Assume that H is an ample divisor on a rational surface X with
Let Fe 2R F s, G , and W be s in (2.1). Then,
contradicting with the assumption that Fe9Ji FS G .
Next, tensoring (2.1) by
Taking cohomology of this exact sequence, we get
H°(X,V®& X (K X -F)) -> H»(X,W®& X (K X -F}} -> H 1 (X,G X (K X }} .
Since the first and third terms are zero, so is the second term.
(
Thus we would have an injection & x ( -F) c» W*. Since W* is //-stable, -H (F-cJ-H
or F -H> (c l -//)/3, contradicting to the stability of V.
(iii) Suppose that h 2 (X, V® G x ( -F)) > 0. Then A° (X, F* ®0 X (F+ K x )} > 0 by the Serre duality. Hence there exists an injection & X ( -F-K x ) c> V*. Since F* is /f-stable, we must have (-F-Κ Χ )Ή< -(c l -H)/ '3. On the other hand, we have F-H< (c 1 -H)/ 3
by the //-stability of V and K x -H < 0 by our assumption. Hence we obtain a contradiction. α Now we can prove our main result in this section. 
Theorem 2.10. Assume that H is an ample divisor on a rational surface X with
H -K x < 0. Then, dimSW FS G ^ 6c 2 -2c\ -8 χ(& χ )\ moreover,
Rationality of certain moduli spaces of stable rank-3 bundles on P 2
In this section, the surface X is the projective plane P 2 , and the ample divisor H is the divisor class represented by a line. For any rank-3 b ndle V on X, by taking its dual and/or tensoring it by a suitable line b ndle, we can assume that c 1 (V)= aH with a = 0 or 1. In [4] , it has been showed that the moduli space SDi H (3; 0, c) (3',aH, c) is nonempty, it is irreducible (see [5] , [4] ) and unirational (see [19] , [26] ). In [19] , we also proved that 50i H (3; H, c) is rational if c is odd. In this section, s an application of our results in section 2, we shall prove that generic bundles V in 50Ϊ Η (3; aH, c} sit in the two exact sequences (3.6) and (3.7). Then we determine the rationalities of S01 H (3; 0, c) and 3ΡΪ Η (3; H, c) for some special values of c.
Assume that c ^ (a 2 + 3 a + 3). Then 9Ji H (3; aH, c) is nonempty by [4] . Let
Choose n to be the least nonnegative integer such that and m to be the least nonnegative integer such that
Since (c + 1) >f(n -1) ^ g(« -1) and g(« + ) ^f(n) ^ (c + 1), we see that
n^m^(n + ) .
Since g(a) = (a 2 + 3 Λ + 3) < (c + 1), we must have m > a and « > 0. Therefore, we obtain the following inequalities. ' '
where we have used F(«) to stand for V® O x (nH). Since V is stable,
Thus, h°(X, V(ri)) > 0 and the exact sequence (2.1) becomes
where 0 ^ A; < (a/ 3 + n). Similarly, the exact sequence (2.3) becomes
where 0 ^ /< ( -a/3 + ηϊ). Thus, increasing the integers k and / if necessary, we have VE 9W( fc -n) H > (/-m)H for some k and / with 0 <£ k < (a/ 3 + n) and 0 <S / < (-a/ 3 + m). Since $01 Η (3;α//, c) is irreducible and Pic(P 2 ) is discret, we conclude that there exists a unique pair of integers (k, l) with Q <^k < (a/3 + n) and θ5Ξ/<( -α/3 + w) such that SW(k-n)H,(i-m)H is °P en an d dense in 30ΐ#(3; aH, c). Now we are ready to prove our next result. (ii) //^ w w orfrf, /A^« the moduli space 90 (3; 0, c) is rational.
Proof. Since n is the least nonnegative integer / such that 2 } is rational by [7] , [15] , [20] , [22] , $R H (3;0,c) is rational. D 
